I am installing WHMCS inside of a container. It requires a LAMP server or else I have to install cPanel, Plesk, WebAdmin or whatever. That seems like a waste. How do I install a basic LAMP server inside of a container? I am *told* that I can install a web site on a hosting server and then point an A record over - no problem there. But I still need LAMP in the container.

Thank you!

I realize that this is an incredibly stupid question to those of you with a lot of experience. My experience is installing Virtuozzo and then Plesk and it has installed everything it needed and more. OK. Now I am expanding my level of experience and a push in the right direction would really be appreciated. We’re all new at something sometime, right?

Linux is already there. Do I turn on Apache (it appears already installed), then MySQL and then PHP, and then add them to chkconfig?

Your sage advice is appreciated.

I don't think openvz has anything to do with WHMCS itself. But answering a question is probably yes, to run WHMCS you need to install and start mysql, apache, php if it requires so.